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Dear Partners,
The returns for the Lugarno Fund as at 31 March 2021 are as follows:

3 months

12 months

Since inception

+5.80%

+48.80%

+26.17% pa

The fund began on 15 Feb 2019 and has provided a return of 26.17% pa (after all fees and costs)
since its inception. If you had invested $1m in the Lugarno Fund at inception, it would now be worth
$1,638,284.

$1,750,000

Simulated Compound Returns
(Assuming $1m Invested)

$1,650,000
$1,550,000
$1,450,000
$1,350,000
$1,250,000
$1,150,000
$1,050,000
$950,000

“Investors should always keep in mind that the most important metric isn’t the returns achieved but
rather the returns weighed against the risks incurred. Ultimately, nothing should be more important to
investors than the ability to sleep soundly at night.” – Seth Klarman, Baupost Group

COMMENTS
Having started the period with less than 5% in cash and gold, we now have approximately 25%
invested between them. The balance of the portfolio is invested in securities that we are confident
owning over our time horizon of 3-5 years.
We are looking forward to investing the cash reserves into new (and perhaps existing) securities selling
at fractions of what we believe they are actually worth.
Playing defence
Early in the quarter, we were faced with a dilemma.
At a micro level, the portfolio largely consisted of securities selling for less than our opinion of their
intrinsic value.
At a macro level, we observed manic investor behaviour, a world that’s still suffering from a
pandemic enforced lockdown, a stock market which was very expensive, and an uncertain inflation
and interest rate outlook.
We felt that any one of these risks could easily result in a period of lower asset prices and so we were
sleeping a little uneasy. Our conclusion was that greater cash level was more respectful of the risks,
and, would give us greater options should asset prices fall.
We raised the cash via a combination of:
1. Selling stocks which had reached our valuation
2. Receiving new capital from investors
3. Selling stocks that were likely to come under selling pressure should there be a market
correction
Playing a loser’s game
While our objective is to earn the best returns possible, our priority for any single investment decision
is somewhat counterintuitive. Instead of simply chasing returns, our main objective is to avoid losing
money.
In his 1995 essay, Charles Ellis referred to investing as a loser’s game. He suggested it was like amateur
tennis where instead of trying to hit big winners, you’re best off playing it safe and letting your
opponent make inevitable mistakes.
Investing is a unique game, intuition suggests that you should seek out the investments with the largest
potential gains if you want to earn the biggest returns. But this is a false dichotomy as it ignores two
key elements.
i.

Extraordinarily high returns are usually coupled with a low probability of occurrence. This
means that when you make a high risk/high reward investment, you are more likely to lose
big than to win big.

ii.

Capital losses are difficult to make up. All else being equal, a 100% loss requires a 200% gain
to break even. People chasing big returns often quit early because of how difficult it is to
recover from a big loss.

So, if there’s logic in this defensive approach to investing, why doesn’t everyone do it?
Humans (generally) have:


A habit of extrapolating recent success: This means that a recent win is likely to encourage
additional risk-taking, which will eventually lead to the investor coming unstuck. Investors who
have lucked out with a big return usually don’t save their winnings, but instead double down
on the next one and bring themselves one investment closer to catastrophe.



An aversion to loss which is amplified by recent experiences: This means that after suffering
a large loss, they’re likely to become more conservative and often retire from the game
completely. It’s hard to achieve long-term success after retiring hurt early.



Overconfidence in their own abilities: Our egos encourage us to believe we are more
educated than we really are. There’s no free lunch in investing. Overconfidence can cause
investors to ignore the risks and render the all-important margin of safety unnecessary.

A conservative approach to investing makes sense to most people, but the promise of winning big
lures them in too much. Casinos thrive for exactly this reason. However, investing (unlike gambling)
allows us to manipulate the odds in our favour. That’s what playing the loser’s game is all about.
The promise of returns means nothing to us if there’s a more than fair chance that we could be left
with nothing. It makes no sense mathematically to speculate, and we are very aware of the
psychological tendencies handicapping that approach.
While I love the thrill of getting a big serve in, I’m playing for the championship (not the point). I’m
confident that it is our consistent execution of high percentage (low risk) shots which will get us
there.
Principles
These principles have been both learned and taught.
I was lucky enough to lose money early on in my investing life which provided a unique lesson in the
perils of speculation.
I am also in a unique position where I get to witness a variety of investment approaches in action
over long periods. I have some perspective of what works and what doesn’t OR what works very well
in some periods might result in collapse.
Seth Godin preaches his preference for the 'long cut' over the ‘short cut’. Our conservative approach
is unlikely to be the best in any single short period, but that isn’t our objective. We are more than
comfortable delaying gratification if it means we are increasing the probability of long-term success.

THE FUND
We believe in the concept of skin in the game – we eat our own cooking.
This fund serves as the primary investment entity for my family’s wealth so you can be confident we
are treating your investment like it’s our own.
This fund exists to generate solid returns and if we fail to do so we do not deserve to be in business.
We do not charge a management fee and only earn performance fees if we achieve returns of
greater than 6%. This fee structure is a clone of Warren Buffett’s early partnership.
We believe that the easiest way to grow capital is to avoid losing it. In practice this means that
investments require a large margin of safety between what we pay and the value we believe we
are receiving. We also prefer companies with substantial tangible assets to protect us should things
not go to plan.
Good investment opportunities are rare so when they come along, we are willing to invest significant
amounts of the fund’s capital to maximise the investor’s benefit. Conversely, we are content holding
substantial cash in the absence of valuable opportunities.
In order to consistently make good decisions, we cultivate a sceptical and contrarian mindset. It is
statistically impossible to generate great returns by investing with the same lens and conventional
wisdom of ‘Mr Market’.
Our investment strategy looks to capitalise on two main elements of the investment market place.



Inefficient distribution of information: This is where under-researched companies are much
less understood by the broader market
Over-reaction tendency: This is where investors act in herdlike behaviour by over-reacting to
negative news on otherwise quality investments

Well known opinions are usually priced into stocks and so we find that ideas are only valuable if they
are contrary to consensus.
Internally, we judge our performance over periods of at least three years and we ask you do the
same. While we strive to identify near term catalysts for our investments, ‘Mr Market’ rarely agrees
with our perspectives as fast we would like.
We believe wealth gives people the freedom to live their best life and we are immensely proud to
get to work every day helping you with that.

FUND PARTICULARS
Trustee
Investment Manager
Administrator
Auditor

DDH Graham Limited
Lugarno Partners Pty Limited
DDH Graham Limited
Findex

Min. investment amount
Min. investment term
Redemptions

$250,000
2 years
90 days’ notice

Ongoing fee
Performance fee

Zero management fee
Performance fee of 25% above a hurdle of 6%, subject to a high
watermark

Buy/sell spread
Fund operating expenses

0.5% of applications and redemptions
Capped as the higher of $50k or 0.5%

For investment enquiries:
Simon Harradence
0414 922 742
simon@lugarnopartners.com.au

For administration or application enquiries:
Julia Portus
0428 902 689
julia@lugarnopartners.com.au

This update contains information concerning about the Lugarno Fund (Fund), an unregistered managed investment scheme,
and has been prepared by Lugarno Partners Pty Ltd ACN 607 035 138 AFSL no. 508934 (Investment Manager) as investment
manager of the Fund. DDH Graham Limited ACN 010 639 219 AFSL no. 226319 (Trustee) is the trustee of the Fund. This update
is for distribution only to wholesale clients as defined in section 761G of the Corporations Act and to sophisticated investors
under section 761GA of the Corporations Act. It contains general information only and is not intended to provide advice to
any particular investor, nor take into account an individual’s investment objectives, circumstances or needs.
Returns shown are net of all fees and costs. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. This update also contains
statements about the estimated future performance of the Fund, which are based on a number of assumptions that may not
prove to be correct or appropriate. Actual performance may vary from estimated or forecast performance. Neither the
Investment Manager nor the Trustee give any representation, assurance, guarantee or warranty that the estimated return or
any projection, forecast or assumption contained in this document will actually occur.

